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Drifter, Guanabara Bay, 2016



Drifter pinhole negatives, Guanabara Bay, 2016



(Extracts of text Drifters)

J.A. The sea carries everything away. The eye of a needle is capable of draining the sea before you can identify the site of the fracture. A single wave 
destroyed the suspended cycle path of this city which is on its way to becoming a Babylon. A single wave is able to carry off the city’s aspiration 
to greatness and lead it into forgetfulness.

L.B. As the weeks pass, I repeat the same journey over the waters of Guanabara Bay. The light changes, the rubbish changes and the recurrent landscape 
acquires different nuances every day. The senses respond to the smells, the sounds, the horse-tail forms of the clouds. The premonition of rain, 
the roar of the northeast wind, the churning of the sea that surprises the habitual tranquillity. The silence of the Cananhas. The listing bay, heeling more 
and more, this filthy witness. Blood red. Who comes as a single person and leaves married. A mental exercise.

Do you want to catch a dream in Paquetá?

If you had to choose a soundtrack for Guanabara, what would it be?

J.A. Its soundtrack is the noise of the sea itself, the wind that sings in the spans of the bridge, the water that beats against the hull of our boat, 
the ship that whistles to the deeps, the bird that dives to the depths, the beeping of a distant car’s horn… There are suspended cities around Guanabara, 
lives independent of the tide. And you are there right now, in the middle of the sea, adrift. You are also noise. 

L.B. The writing reeling with the movement of the boat. The water close to one’s ears, the eye on the water. The damp paper, the wrinkled page. 
The methane bubbles that pepper the skin. Hydrogen sulphide, acoustic curtains. Brasinha alone, waiting and waiting. Irmã Dulce and Zélia Gattai. 
The calm of the beach where it was once possible to swim. White swan, bleeding sails. Athwart and bow to cross the sea. I never tire of collecting 
something from the floating rubbish that could be useful to me. Eighty tons per day. Perhaps something I lost is in there. A ball I shanked out of a 
playground. What we throw away, the people from outside, the outside. The dividing line between what remains outside and what remains inside the boat. 
The volume of water that enters until the boat sinks. The methane bubble that peppers the skin.

Shoes that walk on water, of anonymous Cinderellas and Jesuses, odd drifters abandoned to their own luck, perhaps after an accident. Shoes that were 
the basis of the tariff system in the old days, for those older and younger than twelve years, who travelled in the convoys that set out from the same 
waters, from the last port that led to the back lands.

J.A. Vessels cross the surface, run aground and stay there. On the seabed there are skeletons of ships, enough furniture to redecorate houses, shoes for 
shoeless feet, clothes to clothe the shirtless, plastic that will have disappeared in five hundred years’ time. (It will take almost half the time since the 
discovery of Brazil by the Portuguese for just one bottle top to disintegrate).



Project: Perabé

Dates: December 2014 – October 2015

Videoinstallation b/w HD, 4-channel audio, 31’10”

Photographs: Inkjet print on cotton paper, 110 x 160cm

Photography and text: Luiza Baldan
Guide: Leonardo Chiarini
Text advisor and proofreading: Ivone Maya
Video editing: Luiza Baldan, Tiago Cadete
Audio recording: Vinícius Leal
Audio treatment: Nico Espinoza
Voices: Daniel Roland, Domingos Guimaraens, Luiz Mors Cabral, Luiza Baldan
Institutional text: Ana Luisa Lima

Acknowledgement: Aline Jobim, Ana Baldan, Anita Schwartz, Bruna Benvegnù, Carolina Costa, Claudia Savelli, Fernanda Brenner, Flavio Cerqueira, 
Gabriela Mureb, Gisele Camargo, Lenora de Barros, Marcelo Azeredo, Marcos Augusto Guimarães, Paloma Bosquê, Samuel Betts.

Some parts of the text were inspired by varied readings such as:
•Toledo, Roberto Pompeu de. A capital da solidão: Uma história de São Paulo das origens a 1900. Rio de Janeiro : Objetiva, 2003
•Prado, Paulo. Paulística, etc. / 4. ed. rev. e ampl. Por Carlos Augusto Calil. SP : Companhia das Letras, 2004.
•Porchat, Edith. Informações históricas sobre São Paulo no século de sua fundação. SP : Ed. Iluminuras, 1993.
•Donato, Hernâni. Pateo do Collegio: Coração de São Paulo. SP : Ed. Loyola, 2008.
•Evangelho de João (1, 1-18).
•De Abreu, J. Capistrano. Caminhos Antigos e Povoamento do Brasil. SP : Livraria Briguiet, 1960.
•Staden, Hans. Duas viagens ao Brasil: arrojadas aventuras no século XVI entre os antropófagos do novo mundo. SP : Publicações Sociedade Hans 
Staden, 1942.
•Carta de Pero Vaz de Caminha a El Rei D. Manuel I. SP : Dominus, 1963. 
•www.novomilenio.inf.br/santos/h0100b40a.htm
•revistapesquisa.fapesp.br/2015/01/19/alem-do-butim/



Untitled (from the Perabé series), 2015



Untitled (from the Perabé series), 2015



Untitled (from the Perabé series), 2015



(Extracts of text Perabé)

One city helps you to read another. A city is a place of memory. For travellers, your place of birth is the home you carry in your luggage to facilitate 
your arrival in an unknown place. 

My hometown is the sea. Whenever I am feeling nostalgic for something, in any dream or nightmare, blue is what I see and the salt air is what I smell. 

I was born by the sea. I moved to a place by the sea. And in every port I docked at, I left a little of the port of my departure. 

So my home is the sea, in all its malleability and insistence. Waters contaminate each other, communicate with other, bring and take. As children, when 
we scarcely know how to read the city, the scale of the avenues and buildings is frightening. The sea is intimidating. We are small beings surrounded 
by great masses and volumes which teach us, early on, about hierarchy and how to live in society. As we grow up, the city also grows, but we notice it less. 

The sea is the only thing that does not change over time. 

All the cities where I have lived are located by the sea, except one. The sea-less city is the only one that does not cease to expand. 

Walking in the sea-less city causes you to get lost and find yourself in the urban labyrinth, to collide with towers and hills, and to melt into the pollution. 
Flying over the sea-less city causes you to lose sight of it, to collide with towers and hills, and to melt into the pollution; to be persistent and look beyond, 
to find the sea. The horizon of the sea-less city is the flickering of the incandescent lights which overlap in the distance. 

From the sea-less city I seek the sea. I reconstruct the routes of those who rose up out of the sea. 
I lean on the rampart. It leans on the shore. Why turn your back on the sea? To the shore in the capital of solitude and its perfect sanity. 

From the sea-less city I watch the sea. 



Residency project: MdM Gallery, Paris

Project title: Build Up

Curated by Albertine de Galbert

Dates: February – March 2014

Photographs: 

Inkjet print on cotton paper, 70 x 105cm

Lambda print | 15 x 22,5cm ; 17 x 22,5cm ; 20 x 20cm 

Deux bleu print | site-specific installation

Object: Plexiglass box with blank postcards

Text



Untitled (from the Build Up series), 2014



Exhibition view at MdM Gallery, Paris, 2014



Deux bleu print at the exhibition



Build Up / Luiza Baldan

First of all there is Blue 
A caneta preta de tinta azul 
Ó mundo fantástico de viagens repetidas 
O dia seguinte 
As costas leves
Le panda géant
Parpadeo
On how to invent stories
Otro cuaderno de Lorena
Bolígrafo comprado en Colombia y robado en París 
Percorrer o Pacífico, atravessar o Atlântico 
Nouvelles façons d’aimer
Fusos
Paisagens
Terroir
Terror
A fotografia que nunca existiu
Habituando-se a desabituar
La maison ratée
A torre-farol
Lugar valioso es aquel que despierta encantamiento  
y te acompaña para siempre 
No hay nostalgia porque no hay pérdida 
Superposition de toutes les options possibles 
Yellowless
Redes de afeto
O subir da escada
Obscena
Photo exhibits

Coisificar o estranho
L’inventaire
Complicado dobrado
Mémoire temporaire
A inversão do fluxo e a transformação do tempo 
Change de change
Só eu existia para mim mesmo. O resto era paisagem. 
Le tournament
O agora dilatado
Le élargi
Na brevidade da bolha, a imagem invertida 
Dos mais banais dos verdes
Pagode
Emaranhado de linhas de tempo 
Ressonância
Scopophilie
Calibre
Idem
Yo soy el camino que busca viajeros
Sol na quarta-feira de cinzas em Paris 
O inferno estava muito rigoroso naquele ano 
Tudo acaba em pizza
I wonder
Le titre dit tout.



Build Up / Albertine de Galbert

‘Image is far more than a simple cross-section taken of the world of visible elements. It is a sought after imprint, a trail, a visual drag of time,  

but also of additional time— […] — that it cannot, as an art of memory, prevent forming there.’ 

‘There are many things in fiction that are not uncanny that would be if they took place in real life, and in fiction, there are many ways of evoking uncanny effects that do not exist in life.’ 

From the dinnerware set given to my parents as a wedding gift, there is only one tiny coffee cup left in my apartment on Rue Charlot. Each time they catch 

my eye they seem smaller, as if, in a contradictory spirit, objects from our childhood were shrinking as we are growing up. I don’t know where the others are, 

no doubt dispersed in places inhabited by members of my family, sharing a cupboard with American mugs, diehards from flea markets or museum shops, 

memories of love affairs or flat-shares. These objects are the tip of our family icebergs, they form a sequence that is constantly updated by new images, 

new objects that take over us, or that we willingly collect. Like the glass of milk in the film Suspicion by Hitchcock, certain images float above others and 

take up all the room. Whatever their reality, they become volumes, images/objects or images/time. They are literally disproportionate. 

Luiza Baldan’s images are like this: images/objects and images/time, elements of distinct sequences, which trace the paths taken by the artist during her 

travels and art residencies in different parts of the world. This is the reason why I invited her to spend a month in this apartment on the brink of being sold, 

where, in addition to mine, there are traces of those who have lived there, during flying visits or long-term rentals. I wanted the artist to record her own 

experience before someone else’s story would begin to take shape, for her to leave a mark upon the apartment and for the apartment to leave its marks 

upon her, as if her visit could draw something to a close and signal my separation with this place and its history. Chance - or some say fate -, led this story 

to unfold not only in this apartment but in a series of other places. The theft of some of the artist’s equipment, the day of her arrival in Paris, forced her  

to regroup, to move around with her own work and deploy it elsewhere, around and beyond the harshness of this intrusion.  

The Build Up exhibition, presented at MdM Gallery, gathers works hinged around this singular residency experience, in the discontinuity and travel  

it entailed. A few previous images are also exhibited, like the one of balloons stuck in tree branches, the last shot taken in New York before the artist’s trip  

to Paris. This image has been enlarged and takes up an entire wall in the gallery, so that it provides an opening in the opening, as it’s installed in the 

extension of the window. It is quite ambiguous as is often the case with Luiza Baldan’s work: the perspective provided is impaired by the mesmerizing 

balloons that are stuck. Something has happened, or something is going to happen, but we do not know when or how the action takes its place. A text 

scrolls on a black screen on the floor. It seems to have been detached from the images hanging on the wall. There is not enough distance to grasp them 

all together; the possible combinations are endless. The narrative thread is cut, the Uncanny emanates.This unsettling effect is accentuated by distortions  

of scale – the photograph of a tree trunk, or of a building is printed in the same format as the small cup inherited from my parents –, but also  

by compositions of transparencies and reflections. Strong contrasts coexist, clashing between images and often continue on into the images themselves.  

For instance, an open cupboard is reflected in the piano from my childhood, as if its black lacquer could provide a delayed testimony, like Polaroid films. 

The disparate accumulation gradually permeates the whole sequence, and builds up tension, like in the cinema the build up keeps the spectators on their 

toes in suspense thrillers, until the lights come back on and everyone continues with their lives, imperceptibly inhabited by new images and emotions.



Residency project: Copan / Downtown, Sao Paulo

Projects titles: 

Pivô

Corta Luz

Dates: July 2013

Pivô

Inkjet print on cotton paper | 63 x 85cm

Corta Luz

Inkjet print on cotton paper | varied sizes ; 

Video | 1’12”

[Camera: Letícia Ramos / Audio: Carlos Guzmán]

Text



Untitled (Pivô), 2013



Untiteld (Corta Luz), 2013



 Untitled (Corta Luz), 2013



Corta Luz, 2013 (installation view)



Project: Índice (Index)

MAM Rio

Curated by Beatriz Lemos

Dates: March 23 to June 02, 2013

Video camera installed outside MAM Rio. Live streaming, no audio, image projected at the museum’s foyer.



Index - installation view at MAM Rio, 2013



Beatriz Lemos interviews Luiza Baldan

B.L. - In Índice (Index) you transpose the real to an art institution, ie, turn it into artwork. In this sense what is lost from reality and what is gained 

by the symbolic?

L.B. - Índice (Index) has photography as the basis of its conception if we think about the displacement of looking through a certain framing 

and the repositioning of a scene into a new environment; it also alludes to the historical relationship between photography and architecture 

and the representation of cities, by providing signs for the construction of the imaginary about places. In this case, what justifies the piece 

as a video installation, is to be captured and projected in real time, nearly the same location where the image comes from, except for the wall that 

separates the “real” from the “fictional”. And this wall is what really matters to the work, because it is the institution, the architecture and the city; 

it is the screen where you see what happens in the background; it is what provides the existence of an “in-between space”, an area of expectations, 

an indeterminate stage for possible actions.

B.L. - A security camera highlights a blind spot of a building, a landmark of modern architecture, turns it into social criticism and questions the institution 

itself. What exists in this transmutation that can be related to your interests as an artist?

L.B. - My work seeks small breaks in the monotony of everyday life, largely resulting from man’s relationship with architecture. For example, 

in the photographic series “Diário Urbano” (‘Urban Diary’), ongoing since 2007, I register little oddities I come across when walking down the streets. 

In the projects of art residencies that I do within Rio de Janeiro, I experience to the extreme the wonders and paradoxes of living in buildings that are 

part of the collective imagination. In the case of MAM, the experience of the internal space is extremely dependent on the visibility of the surroundings, 

but there are points where walls block this in-out link. This show proposes the crossing of these points, in order to reach the “forgotten” area by the lake 

side, as if the viewer could see through the blind wall what happens outside the museum.

B.L. - Can the work relate to reality? To what extent is there an interference with the nature of the events?

L.B. - Sure. From the moment that people realize the existence of the camera, they can be either inhibited or sympathetic in front of it. 

And in this case I am not only speaking of a passersby who often frequents the place, but the actual museum visitors that may interact with the work.

B.L. - If what is inside depends on what is outside to exist, the work establishes itself in this transition between reality and the projection of this reality?

L.B. - Yes. The work establishes itself in this transition, interference and contemplation.



Residency project: CRAC Valparaiso, Chile

Projects titles:

Leituras de um lugar valioso (Readings of a valuable place)

El Luche

Dates: July – August 2012 (ongoing)

Leituras de um lugar valioso (Readings of a valuable place)

Inkjet print on cotton paper | 110 x 140cm ; 100 x 150cm ; 40 x 60cm

El Luche

Sound piece ; performance | 1’20”

[Piano: Luiza Baldan and Catalina Jiménez Torres]

[In collaboration with: Pablo Saavedra, Artistha hALASIUS, Soledad Figueroa, Carlos Albarracín, Rosario Salas, Grupo Aurha, Gonzalo Palma, Nico 

Espinoza, Matiaz Morandi, Jorge, Claudio, Mauro Gutiérrez and Catalina Jiménez Torres.]

Text



María José (Readings of a valuable place), 2012



Untitled (Readings of a valuable place), 2012



Untitled (Readings of a valuable place), 2014



El Luche (performance), 2012



Projects for Guimarães, European Capital of Culture 2012, Portugal

Project titles:

A uma casa de distância da minha (A home away from home)

Suave

Dates: February 2012

A uma casa de distância da minha (A home away from home)

Inkjet print on cotton paper | 100 x 150cm ; 70 x 100cm ; 40 x 60cm

Suave

Video 11’52”

Acknowledgement: Manuela Barbosa, Paulo Mendes, Nuno Centeno, Jorge Emanuel Espinho



Untitled (A home away from home), 2012



Untitled (A home away from home), 2012



Untitled (A home away from home), 2012



Suave (video still), 2012



Residency project: Edifício Raposo Lopes (Rapozao) / Santa Teresa, Rio de Janeiro

Project titles:

Serrinha

Beira

Petricor

Dates: April 2011

Serrinha

Inkjet print on cotton paper | 130 x 190cm ; 150 x 100cm ; 40 x 60cm

Beira

3-screen videoinstallation color HD, audio, 8’42”

Petricor

4-screen videoinstallation color HD, audio, 4’56”

[Videos credits – Video editing: Tainá Diniz / Audio editing: Daniel Roland]

Text



Untitled (Serrinha), 2011



Untitled (Serrinha), 2011 / Poster for ArtReview



Untitled (Serrinha), 2011



Petricor, 2011 (installation view)



Residency project: Peninsula / Barra da Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro

Projects titles: 

De murunduns e fronteiras

Insulares

Marginais

Dates: August – September 2010

De murunduns e fronteiras

Inkjet print on cotton paper | 70 x 100cm ; 60 x 90cm ; 100 x 100cm ; 

3-screen videoinstallation color HD, audio, 4’12” 

Insulares

Inkjet print on cotton paper | 110 x 140cm ; 100 x 100cm (diptych)

Marginais

Lambda print | 50 x 65cm (polyptych of 12 photographs)

Text



 De murunduns e fronteiras - videoinstallation view at the show Mapas Invisíveis, Caixa Cultural Rio, 2010



Untitled (Insulares), 2010



View of the solo show, Insulares e Marginais, at Mercedes Viegas Gallery, Rio, 2011



Marginais, 2010 (polyptych)



Residency project: Pedregulho / Benfica, Rio de Janeiro

Project titles: 

Natal no Minhocão (Christmas at Minhocao)

Pinturinhas (Tiny Paintings)

Dates: December 2009

Natal no Minhocão (Christmas at Minhocao) 

Inkjet print on cotton paper | 120 x 120cm ; 110 x 140cm ; 85 x 110; 60 x 60cm ; 30 x 30cm

Video: Hexa | 1’26”

Text

Pinturinhas (Tiny Paintings)

Inkjet print on cotton paper | 85 x 110cm



Untitled (Christmas at Minhocao), 2009



Untitled (Christmas at Minhocao), 2009



Hexa (video stills), 2009



Untitled (Tiny Paintings), 2009



Excerpts from Christmas at Minhocao, 2009 / Luiza Baldan

8:00 am I clear out my apartment on Paulino Fernandes Street. The furniture is moved to my new house in Dona Mariana Street. I feel a terrible pain 
and cry compulsively. I am afraid of the unfamiliar. A supernatural fatigue takes over me and fragility is inevitable. 3:00 pm I meet my family without 
planning to do so. We have lunch together, as we have not done for a long time. 6:00 pm I arrive at the Minhocão, the location of the artistic residency, 
and my current permanent home until the 20th of December. Fear turns to relief. The unknown becomes my neighbor. 

Mrs. Leda’s apartment 613 becomes my house. This is not a hotel, it is my home. It has been 17 years since my dad died and I was forced to move 
for the 8th time. Today I moved for the 26th. I saw my family and I said goodbye to them. I met a new family. I was welcomed with warmth, affection 
and attention. The fear of the unknown ended with kindness.

Today I was told I make family everywhere. In the beginning of the artistic residency I could not imagine this would happen. To feel welcomed does not 
necessarily mean to have friends. Today I left the house that gave me back so many things I have lost. I had to leave and embrace and cry and hurt. 
I had to promise to myself that this love that was born in such a short time would not cease with my departure. I will come back for Christmas. 
I will come back to that corridor which was as much a home as my own home. I will come back to the warmth of the stories packed with laughs 
and shouts. Yesterday I saw an album of old photographs. I could see the genetic similarity of the people and the permanence of the same cobogó from 
the corridor. Now I am homeless, but back to a cozy bedroom with no outside communication beyond the noise of a busy urban street in Botafogo. 
I am back to comfortable arms that stayed asleep here. I close my eyes and a child’s face comes back from my memories. I smile. They said they would 
call me to see if I had arrived safely. It is difficult to answer such a question in a moment in which I have conquered so much and gotten so emotional, 
but I leave behind something very powerful. No magic could make those days be longer. The photographs that I took will serve as another album for 
another conversation in 20 years from now, maybe mine, theirs or ours. They will serve as a map to take me back to that place and sweeten my memory. 
Each Juquinha candy will take me to the hiding place, the green apple-shaped pot, where I will meet that happiness. 

Lots of fireworks. Some artificial, some real.The forest was entirely burned. Instead of green, now it is black. A kite flies really high and after I spot the 
first one, dozens are already dancing in the sky. Today is a day of celebration. Codfish balls in many homes. Families work and celebrate at the same 
time. I returned to the enchanted corridor and met friends. Even the 5 year old learned how to write “affection” with wooden chopsticks. 
The couches and new curtains arrived. The living room lights up from the recent tonalities. A place is inaugurated. The children help with the cleaning, 
but unintentionally wet the flannel. The forgotten key on the gate gives entry to the less present ones. Today is a day of celebration. 
New clothes had their debut. One person’s fridge holds the others beer. I brought bread pudding. Latinha, Latinha! It is time to feed the cat. 
Comes and goes, enters and leaves. New sandals. Feliz-da-vidá.



Luiza Baldan, São Casas / Guilherme Bueno

… And then the train stops. In this moment, someone turns and glances in the direction of the camera. And another, all of them curious to know what it is 

doing there; what it intends to record. Anxious to place themselves fortuitously in its view, to become part of the film, knowing that if someday they see it and 

recognize themselves mirrored there, they will be entering another time; part of what was perhaps one of the last legitimate possibilities of monumentality 

in modernism — cinema. This description of the final scene of Billy Bitzer’s 1905 short film in the New York City Subway helps us to understand the works of 

Luiza Baldan, here on display. If we leave substantive issues aside (our revelation of the documented act as the simultaneous gesture of timelessness and an 

affirmation of the present) like contingencies (the human presence in the first, contrasted with eventual human absence in some of the works by the artist), 

two issues resonate: the appearance of urban experience and, above all, the role of temporality in the image. To put it another way, a quality inherent in the 

image establishes the image’s own time and, to use a popular term of common domain (place), “freezes” everything: light, landscape, the world. 

From this arises the imprecise feeling of ambiguity in her images, the flagrant sharpness, now visually stunning, now dry in its austere formality, accentuating 

our inability to determine the where, when, how, and why normally expected of a photograph or a film. Therefore, I dare say, it matters not if the photograph 

is inhabited, what matters is that each image be self-evident, autonomous. To speak of the autonomy of an image in relation to works of art that make us 

confront the urban universe seems contradictory at best. But maybe it is just this point that brings the threshold of the image to our attention. After all, 

on the one hand, there is, a kind of “staging” or, better, a dissection of the component codes of the image: a calculation of a determined gesture, the pose 

(or the subject posing), appearing and repeating the way it wishes to be registered, and we have the acumen to understand how captured light, in addition to 

creating “atmosphere,” fills it with volume and space. On the other hand, just to be clear, if all things (places and issues) were equal, this can only happen 

within the limits of the photographic space, because even framed and pasteurized in various constants perceived by the artist, it strives for singularity or, 

if you will, an identity. Moreover, it is impossible to remain indifferent to these seemingly open-ended places, in fact, they are where we live and coexist, 

whether we realize it or not. Her video installations also alternate between fully autonomous and “staged,” accentuating the fluidity of the boundary 

circumstantially separating these states. After all, the very idea of staging implies the presence of a spectator. The spectator inhabits the images 

(and becomes an “involuntary actor”). In turn, the spectator puts himself within the scene onto which he projects himself. In other words, the spectator takes 

on another identity, even if provisionally, in an ephemeral space, transposing one locale (the origin) to another (the room where they are displayed), instituted 

in the latter configuration that goes beyond the original. Space – an abstract category - is transformed into place, or fitted with significance. 

To sum up regarding the temporality of an image, I return to my comparison of the 1905 film with various photographs made by the artist in the Conjunto do 

Pedregulho, 2009. In the final scene in the subway, disturbing the supposed indifference of the “characters” when they perceive the camera, some correct 

themselves or control their attitude because they sense what it would cost them to be condemned to eternity in an inappropriate posture. In the Pedregulho 

photographs, the artist calculates gesture, chooses the corresponding outfit translate it, and the objects that surround her. Beyond the logic of the portrait, 

with its task of revealing whom it is about and how she should be seen, the picture contains all the elements that time will devour, but that will also seem 

saved by the protective mantle of the image. Anticipating a future archeology of the twenty first century, one might perceive the image as a statement for 

posterity, and an antidote for amnesia. Arcadia of bytes.
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 Frente à Euforia, Oficina Cultural Oswald de Andrade, SP
2014  Build Up (solo show), MdM Gallery, Paris
 Cruzamentos: Contemporary Art in Brazil, The Wexner Center for the Arts, Columbus, USA
 Duplo Olhar: um recorte da coleção Sérgio Carvalho, Paço das Artes, SP
2013 Corta Luz (solo show), Pivô, São Paulo
 Índice (solo show), MAM, Rio
 Escavar o Futuro, Palácio das Artes, Belo Horizonte
 Lugar Nenhum, Instituto Moreira Salles, Rio
 Travessias 2 – Arte Contemporânea na Maré, Galpão Bela Maré, Rio
2012 São Casas (solo show), CCD/Studio-X, Rio
 Rumos Artes Visuais 2012-2013, Itaú Cultural, SP / MAMAM, Recife / Paço Imperial, RJ



 Collecting Collections and Concepts, Fábrica ASA, Guimarães, Portugal
2011 Algumas Séries (solo show), MAC, Niterói
 Insulares e Marginais (solo show), Galeria Mercedes Viegas, Rio
 Foto no Bazzar. Rio
2010 Sobre Umbrais e Afins (solo show), Plataforma Revólver, Lisboa, Portugal 
 Luiza Baldan (solo show), Centro Universitário Maria Antonia, São Paulo
 Mapas Invisíveis, Caixa Cultural, Rio 
 O Lugar da Linha, Paço das Artes, São Paulo / MAC, Niterói
2009 37º Salão de Arte Contemporânea de Santo André, São Paulo
 Nova Arte Nova, CCBB, São Paulo e Rio
 Linguagem de Travessia, Centro Cultural da Justiça Federal, Rio 
 Pequenos formatos, Subterrânea Atelier, Porto Alegre

AWARDS, SCHOLARSHIPS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS (selection)
2016 Finalist Prêmio Investidor Profissional de Arte (PIPA), MAM-RJ and IP
 Artista convidada do Clube de Colecionadores de Fotografia do MAM-SP
2015  III Exhibition Program of 2015, Centro Cultural Sao Paulo
 Visual Arts Grant, Viva a Arte!, Secretaria Municipal de Cultura, Rio de Janeiro (with Jonas Arrabal)
2013  Honra ao Mérito Arte e Patrimônio, IPHAN
 Visual Arts Grant, Funarte (Art residency at Copan/Pivô, Sao Paulo)
2012  Visual Arts Grant, Pro Artes Visuais, Secretaria Municipal de Cultura, Rio de Janeiro
 Nominated to the Prêmio Investidor Profissional de Arte (PIPA), MAM-RJ and IP
2011  Rumos Artes Visuais 2011-2013, Itaú Cultural / Art Residency at CRAC Valparaíso, Chile
 Nominated to the Prêmio Investidor Profissional de Arte (PIPA), MAM-RJ and IP
2010  XI Marc Ferrez Photography Award, Funarte (Art residency at Península, Barra da Tijuca, Rio)
 Programa Brasil Arte Contemporânea/Mostras de artistas no exterior. Fundação Bienal de SP.
 Panel participant: Poéticas e Retóricas Contemporâneas, Funarte, Centro Cultural UFG)
 Nominated to the Prêmio Investidor Profissional de Arte (PIPA), MAM-RJ and IP
2009  Art residency at Pedregulho, IPHAN, Rio de Janeiro
 Acquisition award, 37º Salão de Santo André, SP
 Nominated to the KLM Paul Huf Award, Foam_Fotografiemuseum Amsterdam
2008  Centro Cultural Sao Paulo / Galeria Olido (solo show and acquisition award)
2007  Finalist: Iberê Camargo Award, Brazil
2003  Finalist: Annual Best College Photography, Photographer’s Forum Magazine, U.S.
2002  Color Express Award, Annual Student Show, The Art Museum, Miami
 Brown L. & Marion Whatley Scholarship, The Visual Arts Spring Review 2002, FIU, Miami



PUBLICATIONS (selection)

• Coleção MAM Nacional. Rio de Janeiro : Barléu Edições, 2014.
• Escavar o Futuro / Renata Marquez ... [et al.]. Belo Horizonte : Fundação Clóvis Salgado, 2014.
• Revista ArtReview, 3/2014.
• Fotografia na arte brasileira séc XXI. Rio de Janeiro : Editora Cobogó, 2014.
• ESPADA, Heloisa e Lorenzo Mammì. Lugar Nenhum. Rio de Janeiro : IMS, 2013.
• BALDAN, Luiza. São Casas. Rio de Janeiro : Secretaria Municipal de Cultura, 2012.
• Convite à viagem. São Paulo : Itaú Cultural, 2012.
• Revista Lugares, 6/2012.
• Revista Elástica, 1/2011.
• Santa Art Magazine, 7/2011.
• Lado7, 2/2011.
• Revista Monopol, 9/2010, September.
• Revista Textos escolhidos de cultura e arte populares, vol. 7-2, 2010/02 (Centro de Referência do Carnaval - UERJ).
• Revista Arte&Ensaios, n.21, 2010/02 (PPGAV-UFRJ).
• VENÂNCIO FILHO, Paulo ... [et al.]. Nova Arte Nova. Rio de Janeiro : CCBB, 2008.
• Revista Virtual Gambiarra (Revista dos Mestrandos do Programa de Pós-Graduação em Ciência da Arte - PPGCA/UFF), ISSN 1984-4565 / Número 03 - 
Ano III .
• Revista Noz #3. Rio de Janeiro, PUC, 2009.1. ISSN 1981-9412. 

PUBLIC COLLECTIONS
• MAM Rio
• MAM SP
• IPHAN
• Prefeitura Municipal de São Paulo
• Prefeitura Municipal de Santo André
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